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FOR BABY FOOD JAR:

Connect the power cord to power supply.

Green light is on.

Remove the label and the lid from the jar.

Clip the grip to the neck of the jar.

Put the jar into the warmer with the grip

hanging on the top of the warmer.

Pour water into the warmer.

Turn the knob towards "MAX". The led

will change to red.

Take the jar out when led changes to

green.

Turn the knob towards "MIN" position.

Unplug the power cord.
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Connect the power cord to power supply.

Green light is on.

Put the feeding bottle into the bottle

warmer.

Pour water into the bottle warmer.

Turn the knob to the white spot position,

so that the led will come red.

Take the feeding bottle out when led

changes to green.

Turn the knob towards "MIN" position.

Unplug the power cord.

FOR FEEDING BOTTING:

Features:

Adjustable temperature for milk and food
Warm and maintain milk at a consumable temperature

Safe, economical and durable PTC heating element
With clip to hold bottles or jars in place
Wide container to accommodate bottles of various size
Thermostatically controlled

Warm milk and baby food in few minutes

Warning light indicator
Capacity of the bottle: 260 ml
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The refusal generated from electronic equipment doesn't have to be
disposal on a normal garbage case but have to be opportunely recycling.

WARNING: 

CAUTIONS:
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Always test the temperature of the water, milk or

baby food before feeding.

This bottle warmer is not a toy. Keep away from reach

of children.

Read this manual before to use.

Avoid the direct exposure to solar rays and/or heat.

Do not support object on the cables and/or on the warmer.

Do not use adaptor diverged from that specified on this

instruction manual.

In case of storms, disconnect the warmer from power.

Unplug and allow the warmer to cool before cleaning. The

warmer should be cleaned with a slightly dampened .

Do not use alcohol, solvents, abrasives, etc.

The food should not be heated for too long.

The appliance must not be immersed in water for cleaning.

If the power cord is damaged, it must be repaired by

service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to

avoid hazard.
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